2006 Jaguar XKR
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Lot sold
USD 32 043 - 37 977
GBP 27 000 - 32 000 (listed)
Baujahr 2006
Getriebe Automatik
Chassisnummer SAJAC42R663A47513
Zahl der Sitze 2
Antrieb Zweirad
Losnummer 430
Lenkung Rechts
Innenfarbe Schwarz
Zustand Gebraucht
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Sonstige
Automobiltyp Sonstige
Motornummer 3B0501191930
Markenfarbe außen Silver
Markenfarbe innen Black

Beschreibung
Guide price: ??27000 - ??32000.
- Number 6 of 30 XKR limited-edition Stratstone models, showing 46,800 miles and presenting beautifully
- Exclusive spec including 20'' alloy wheels, lowered sports suspension, sports exhaust, enhanced body-styling
- The last 30 Jaguars to be produced at the spiritual home of Jaguar cars at Browns Lane, Coventry
- Freshly serviced. Full and complete service record documented, just two previous keepers
To mark the end of the XKR’s production and the end of production from the world famous spiritual home of Jaguar cars at Browns Lane, Coventry, the final 30 cars from the
production line were purchased by Stratstone Mayfair and upgraded in collaboration with Jaguar to an exclusive driver-focused high specification. The 30 cars were split
between 16 Coupes and 14 Convertibles and the upgrades included 20’’ OZ split-rim alloy wheels, lowered sports suspension, a sports exhaust and enhanced body styling.
Exclusive badging leaves no doubt that this model is a limited-edition special and the build number can be found in the door shuts on the kick-plates. Signifying the end of an
era, these highly desirable limited-edition Jaguars will always be sought after by Jaguar enthusiasts and collectors alike. This example, #6 of 30, was first registered on
28/06/06, as one of the unique ‘Stratstone Editions’ and its specification includes; satellite navigation, 20" OZ alloy wheels, dual-zone climate control, rear park distance
control, Xenon headlights with power wash function, electric front seating with driver memory, Jaguar/Alpine sound package, Jaguar steel pedal set, Remote central locking with
alarm, rain & light packs, Jaguar trip computer, variable heated front seating, cruise control, six-disc multi-change CD system, black fabric electric convertible roof, red ‘R’
brake calipers, electric window & mirror packs, and a black leather multi-function steering wheel.On test this example performed without fault, the 400bhp available from the
supercharged V8 transfers its power through the smooth automatic transmission without fuss and offers an exciting yet sophisticated driving experience, something Jaguar
have always got ‘just right’. Clearly, this example has always been well looked after and the service history is complete with a visit for servicing on time annually throughout the
lifespan of the car. The Stratstone's overall condition is excellent and belies its indicated 47,000 miles. The metallic silver paintwork retains a deep and even shine, the black
leather interior shows very little signs of wear, the alloys were recently professionally refurbished so look fabulous and the black hood is also superb. The history file contains
the original book pack with its stamped up service book, up-to-date and older MOTs and a number of supporting invoices. The XKR is an enormously competent performance
car to begin with, and Stratstone has certainly added a little extra cachet.
Silverstone Auctions Ltd
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